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Key events in developed markets next
week
Markets are likely to remain focused on the coronavirus this week, but
we'll be listening to what Powell has to say and if the virus is the…

Source: Shutterstock

US: Is coronovirus the 'material change'
The data released so far for 2020 suggests that the US-China trade deal has restored confidence
and put the economy on a sound footing for decent growth this year.

This should be reflected in a rise in the NFIB small business survey and decent retail sales numbers.
However, the news is not universally positive with the coronavirus outbreak causing nervousness
which could be reflected in a fall in the University of Michigan confidence index. Industrial output is
also looking a little unsettled despite the strong performance of the ISM survey. The fact that
Boeing has brought production of the 737-Max to a halt has had knock-on effects for hundreds of
suppliers and poses downside risks to output. Warm weather may also limit the scope for a
rebound in utility output while the plunge in oil prices suggests limited upside for mining and
drilling this month.

Markets will also be focusing on what Fed Chair Jerome Powell has to say about the outlook and
how the economy and monetary policy may fare given the worries about the coronavirus. The
semi-annual monetary policy testimony is released today (Friday 4th February), with Powell
answering questions from the House and Senate next Tuesday and Wednesday respectively. We
would expect him to reiterate that the economic fundamentals of the US are sound and that a
“material change” is required to shift them from their view that rates are on hold for the
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foreseeable future. Markets will be wondering if the coronavirus could be that “material change”
that tempts them into a supportive rate cut.

We continue to believe the risks are skewed towards such action.

Eurozone: Low low low
Eurozone industrial production is due out next week and promises to be poor. French and German
data have come in weak already, which does not bode well for the average. Some improvement in
survey data in January does give some hope that the start of the year has been better than the
poor end to 2019.

UK: Faster growth this year?
The UK economy is unlikely to have grown at all in the fourth quarter, following a steep drop in
services output during November. But for markets, this is old news. The UK election at the end of
the year, coupled with the smooth exit from the EU last month, has seen business surveys
universally rebound.

The question now is whether this can translate into a faster pace of growth this year. With a
myriad of Brexit unknowns, and more recently the risks surrounding coronavirus, we aren't
expecting a full revitalisation in the UK growth outlook.

Swedish Riksbank: Prolonged pause
Following December’s historical rate hike from the Swedish central bank, we’re not expecting
any further moves any time soon. While we’re not ruling out the possibility of some tweaks in the
forecasts, expect policymakers to continue signalling a prolonged period of pause. The bottom line
is that interest rates are unlikely to move again in either direction any time soon. On one side an
aversion to negative rates suggests no imminent prospect of easing.

On the flip side, while some sentiment data has improved we would need to see a fundamental
revival in global growth (led by a prolonged period of stability in trade tensions, and a decline in the
risk posed by coronavirus), for policymakers to start thinking about raising rates any further.

Developed Markets Economic Calendar
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Key events in EMEA and Latam next week
A busy week ahead in EMEA and Latam with two central bank
meetings and lots of inflation numbers which seem to be creeping up
everywhere

Source: Shutterstock

Czech Republic: Uncertain January inflation
January inflation is usually difficult to estimate as many prices change at the beginning of the
year. The uncertainty is even higher this year due to relatively more volatile food prices developing
against traditional seasonality and tax changes, which might transmit into the final prices
gradually. Still, some preliminary data suggests that fuel prices continued growing in MoM terms
around 1%, as well as food prices.

Prices of cigarettes also started to grow gradually, though the tax effect will culminate most likely
in March. We assume a 3% MoM increase in January suggested by some data. Together with other
prices related to housing, we expect January inflation to increase by 1.2% MoM, reaching
3.4% YoY. On the other hand, 4Q19 GDP growth is expected to slow down to just 0.2 QoQ due to
the delay effect of weaker foreign demand, reaching 1.9% YoY GDP dynamics after 2.5% in the
previous quarter.

Hungary: Inflation's reality check
The reality check regarding Hungarian inflation will show a significant jump in prices. We see
headline CPI moving to 4.5% YoY, mainly on the back of significant fuel price increase combined
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with an unfavourable base effect. Other than that, price changes in postal services, lottery and
tobacco products (due to excise duty hike) will also add to the increasing inflation pressure along
with the rising prices of food products.

However, core inflation is expected to come in at 4.0%, while the core ex-tax reading will be at
3.6%. This would also mean, that the upside surprise in headline inflation is mainly a result of
temporary and not persistent factors. GDP growth is expected to slow markedly after a really weak
Q4 in industry. We see a 4.0% YoY performance, which might still be enough to keep Hungary
among the growth leaders in Europe. 

Poland: CPI to push higher
CPI should increase further in January towards 4.2%YoY, due to the hike of energy tariffs and
statistical effects on food & fuels. Simultaneously, core inflation is expected to accelerate by 0.1pp
to 3.2%YoY. We forecast inflation should come in around 1Q at 4.5%YoY. Minimal wage hike should
affect prices of services, also hike of excise tax for alcohol and tobacco would add some 0.2pp.

Simultaneously, first reading should confirm that GDP decelerated towards 3%YoY in 4Q. Annual
2019 GDP reading implies deceleration of private consumption and strong negative drag from
inventories. On the other hand, it also presents a puzzling rise in investments. 

EMEA and Latam Economic Calendar
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Asia week ahead: Spotlight stays on
China
All that matters for markets is news about the epidemic and how the
outbreak will impact economies around the region. Unfortunately, this
week's data…

Source: Shutterstock

Scant economic data from China
As the number of infections and fatalities from the coronavirus continues to rise, the economic
data from China remains under scrutiny for the impact of the disease. However, it’s a bit too early
for data to capture the impact of the disease, which is still evolving. There isn't much on the
calendar this week either, aside from inflation and monetary indicators for January. 

Higher food prices typically boost consumer price inflation in the New Year month. And one of the
main drivers within the food category is pork prices. As an added whammy this year, an African
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swine fever has swelled pork prices out of proportion. On the flip-side though, one could wonder
whether the outbreak of the virus and its spread countrywide dampened new year festivities and
the food price increase was rather muted.

All that said, in line with consensus we are looking for CPI inflation advancing to 4.9% YoY from
4.5% in November. On the monetary side, behind the consensus of a bounce in new bank lending
and aggregate financing lies the pre-holiday boost to the liquidity by the central bank (PBoC).

China Consumer Price Inflation

Source: CEIC, ING

Not much going on elsewhere either
India’s January CPI data is likely to testify to the central bank's decision last week to leave policy
on hold. We expect inflation to remain elevated, but no change from a 7.4% YoY rate in December.
The fresh harvest entering the market should ease some pressure on food prices, but that’s likely
to be offset by firmer fuel and utility prices.

In Malaysia, moderate manufacturing growth in the fourth quarter of 2019 suggests the same
about GDP growth for the period, bringing the annual growth last year to 4.5%, down from 4.7% in
2018. With the coronavirus threatening tourism and overall demand, we would expect a couple
more quarters of a slowdown ahead. If so, the Bank Negara Malaysia easing cycle will have further
to run, while the government is also drafting a stimulus package.

Elsewhere, the Reserve Bank of New Zealand's policy meeting will almost be a non-event judging
from the unanimous consensus forecast of no change to the 1% policy rate. Indonesia’s 4Q19
current account data may have some negative bias for the rupiah as the deficit is expected to
widen.

New Zealand’s central bank to hold steady despite coronavirus

https://think.ing.com/%7Bpage_8485%7D
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Asia Economic Calendar

Source: ING, Bloomberg, *GMT
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